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Neighborhood Watch Harassment & April 14-19, 2022 Section 12 Involuntary Psychiatric Hold on
Defamatory False-Claim: Police Crime & Police Retaliation for Truth-Journalism on:
1) Today's Surveillance Overreach & Extensive Human Rights Violations in the ongoing covert
and overt Military, Intelligence, Homeland Security, Law Enforcement
Subjugation/Pacification/Counter-terrorism Operations and Experimentations targeting
innocents,
2) True Science of Disease and Health Exposing Distortions & Faulty Science behind the
"COVID-19 Pandemic" and other operations (such as HAARP/Chem trails) targeting all of
humanity;
On April 14, 2022, 3 Quincy Police Department officers (operating in Maritime/Admiralty law and Sea
Jurisdiction, for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, a private corporation), one who identified
himself also as "Tim O' Brien" a "mental health professional," entered the home of Ramola D in
Quincy, Massachusetts, after being unlawfully let in upon ambushing and deceiving her estranged
husband on the porch with a false-claim narrative--with no evidence--issued by a woman neighbor
across the street, engaged in verbal and physical intimidation, summoned other officers and EMS
personnel into the home, manhandled her out of her home into a Brewster EMS ambulance, where
she was restrained into a reclining stretcher, and escorted this ambulance to Carney Hospital in
Dorchester, where she was held unlawfully with 24/7 Security Monitoring both in the Emergency
Room and a Psych Ward in grievous and harmful conditions for six days, from Thursday April 14, 2022
to Tuesday April 19, 2022, supposedly ordered on a form from the Department of Mental Health,
Commonwealth of Massachusetts (signed by a Quincy Police Department officer with no published
qualifications in Mental Health), under a "Section 12" Involuntary Psychiatric Hold for Psychiatric
Evaluation, despite her full verbal denial of consent and jurisdiction, as an American State National,
Massachusetts State national and sovereign living woman, living privately on the land and soil
jurisdiction of the united States with the protection of American Common Law and Public Law which
includes the Bill of Rights and original Constitution for the united States of America, unincorporated.
As reported by a nurse openly to others and repeated to Ramola D at Carney Hospital ER, the woman
neighbor had falsely claimed that Ramola D was "taking video of her children and posting the films on
Facebook, doesn't think there's anything wrong in this, and has a fixation on children." As reported
later to Ramola D by the estranged husband unknowing of long-term Neighborhood Watch
Harassment, the first police officer apprising him of this claim had stated "Harassment is illegal" and
informed him, falsely, that Ramola D was "posting images and film on social media" of the neighbors,
as well as informed him there was a procedure in place for a Mental Health evaluation and there was
nothing he could do about it (which led to him opening the door to them).
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Prior to the police showing up and running this shoddy Ambush and Capture operation on April 14 on
Ramola D: On April 12, 2022, the woman neighbor had engaged in a very loud and unprovoked, outof-nowhere defamatory false-accusation in public, on the street, of Ramola D "taking video-recordings
of her children" when Ramola D was in her front garden taking pictures of her cherry tree and
hyacinths in her own front yard, using a cell phone.
This had led to a verbal altercation where Ramola D questioned this false-claim and recommended
that this woman stop using EMF weapons on her--an altercation partially-recorded on her cell-phone
(as witnessed by Ramola D) by this woman (excluding her opening provocation) and later made
available to police and to staff at ER and at the Psych Ward at 4 SE at Carney Hospital (who spoke
openly about it).
On April 13, 2022, Ramola D posted a private Notice of Trespass and Deceit to this neighbor and an
adjoining-house neighbor, who was witnessed from a window by Ramola D speaking to the FalseAccuser on April 12 after this verbal altercation (which Ramola D had ended by informing the FalseAccuser she was making false-allegations and false-claims and then going back into her house,
shutting the front door).
Ramola D's Notice of Trespass and Deceit was a private communication to the neighbors described in
it--inclusive of about 4 houses on the block (although many others are involved), and recounted in gist
the 8-year-history of Neighborhood Watch harassment--comprising continuous Arrival-Departure and
Outside-the-House Monitoring/Stalking/Staring/Hostility, Noise, Neighborhood Smear Campaigns
with Public Slander and Defamation on Lies and False-Claims, massive Noise Harassment, and 24/7
injurious EMF-technology/Microwave Weapon assault recorded on EMF meters as emanating from
certain houses (as also from remote sources such as celltowers, planes, antennas, drones), inclusive of
intrusive, obvious, overt Operations of patterned and constant vehicular zooming into the
neighborhood, overflying drones, planes, helicopters, noise-making trucks et al--which she has
endured for over 8 years now, since 2013--and which Overt Operations all the neighbors are fully
aware of as well--and has reported publicly about, both in recent personal-report journalism, in
published information on FOIA requests made in 2014-2022 to the DOD, DOJ, FBI, US Air-force and
others, in two Memoranda to President Trump in 2017 and 2019 (the first with hundreds of others in
USA and worldwide), and in published letters to various Government officials, including the previous
US Attorney-General William Barr, the Massachusetts Attorney-General Maura Healey, the
Massachusetts Governor Charles Baker, the Boston FBI Special-Agent-in-Charge Joseph Bonavolonta,
the Massachusetts Commonwealth Fusion Center head, Lieutenant-Colonel Christopher Mason, the
Norfolk County Sheriff Patrick McDermott, the Quincy Mayor Thomas Koch, the then DOJ InspectorGeneral Michael Horowitz, the new US Secretary of State Anthony Blinken, the Massachusetts
Secretary of State Frances Galvin, and others.
In this Notice, as in previous flyers posted around this very Stasi and Neighborhood-Watch-Harassive
neighborhood, Ramola D, as a journalist, human rights advocate, and firm believer in truth and justice,
has reserved the right to document all harassment-crimes directed at her--as indeed everyone in the
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world being harassed has a right to record--for any future purposes of collection or publication of
evidence. Nowhere in this Notice or previous flyers or notices has any mention, threat, or notice been
made of taking or posting random photos or films of people or children not engaging in harassmentcrimes.
(And in actuality, no images or films even of these offending neighbors have ever been published by
Ramola D anywhere on social media or online, as falsely-claimed by the False-Accuser, who appears to
be an Informant Provocateur.)
Ramola D is well aware and has investigated and reported on Neighborhood Watch being pernicious
programs of social isolation, ostracizing, and slander run by the very Law Enforcement, Sheriff, FBI,
DHS and DOD factions who are also running or/and facilitating the 24/7 EMF Tech Surveillance and
Military-Intelligence experimentation operations in neighborhoods, cities, counties, states all over
America--aimed it appears at neighborhood subjugation, and the targeting and suppression of
independent thinkers, writers, influencers, activists, broadcasters, whistle-blowers, and civic-minded
people of integrity and conscience (such as Ramola D) through extreme programs of Life Take-down
through Smear Ops and EMF Tech Ops, while very dark and harmful programs of Mind-Hiving,
Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Internet of Humans, Digital Twin Creation, Remote Neural
Monitoring, Brain Mapping, EEG Heterodyning, EMF/Neurotech Behavior Modification and more-using intrusive bio-hacking and neuro-hacking technologies--are being experimentally used and run on
these same writers, activists and others targeted, involving massive human rights violations and
essentially comprising In-Community torture, kept hidden through use of Spectrum Technologies and
silencing social protocols (such as Neighborhood Watch). Ramola D's journalism covering these
matters and the vast and unethical, inhumane phenomenon described here, often alluded to as
"Targeted Individuals," along with her interviewing of FBI, CIA, NSA, DOD whistle-blowers, scientists,
knowledgeable experts, journalists, and people made unlawful targets, as well as her uncovering and
reportage of declassified documents and much wide testimonial is well-known in the USA and
worldwide--and has been accomplished as a service to humanity, and a service to all Americans, to
expose crimes against humanity as a science-and-technology journalist and human rights advocate
with a keen interest in making positive change in the world, for the protection of all peoples, and for
the advancement of human consciousness and community to harmonious and respectful levels
(currently non-existent, it appears, thanks to Surveillance overreach and abuse by government
agencies).
Ramola D's journalism and exposure of Government and Military crimes against humanity has
unfortunately elicited much retaliation from the dark forces executing these crimes on thousands or
millions and she has reported on some of this retaliation in her Personal Reports and public journals,
as well as in articles and letters posted online.
At the Carney Hospital Emergency Room--where the nurses, doctors, staff and Security guards had a
great time openly discussing Ramola D's published letters and private emails (hacked into or made
available by whom? Private-party criminals or a government agency such as the FBI?), Ramola D
witnessed and heard one of the Attending physicians in the ER make statements over the phone
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suggesting definitive police and government retaliation for her journalism. One of the things this ER
doctor said (shockingly and revealingly), as he relayed to the (presumably police/government/shadowcriminal party) on the line that "no psych facilities he had called was willing to take her because there
was no trauma," was "I understand you're looking for access to get her an entry into the system."
Not only was there "no trauma" -- meaning no exhibition of psychosis or uncontrollable mentally-ill
behavior which might possibly warrant a "Section 12 Involuntary Hospitalization" (which actually
sounds illegal in every way) -- there was no reason whatsoever for Carney Hospital ER to hold a living
woman, clearly not mentally ill nor mentally unstable, who was moreover denying consent and
jurisdiction, not for an hour, not for a day, not for 2 days, as they ultimately did, and not for the
further 4 unlawful days which they facilitated when they (ER staff) transported her upstairs to 4 South
East, a Psychiatry wing. The statement made by that ER doctor established definitively that some quite
criminal intent lay behind the entire Section 12 operation, and pointed to collusion between Carney
Hospital ER medical personnel and the Quincy Police Department and Massachusetts Fusion
Center/State Police personnel--to silence an outspoken journalist and powerful advocate for humanity
by "getting her into the system" (of what--bogus Psychiatry, rigged courts, complicit judges, forcedcompliance to "social workers" and forced-dosing with deadening and destructive Psychiatric Meds for
life?)
It should be noted that Ramola D witnessed an all-in-blue-clad Massachusetts State Police officer
arrive briefly to Carney Hospital ER in the first few hours of her being held there, who took the special
step of coming up to the spot where she was being held, unscreened Cubicle 5--kept open to the gaze
of armed, black-clad Carney Hospital Security staff positioned opposite for 24/7 monitoring of a sane,
peaceful, intelligent, living woman not exhibiting any signs of violence or psychosis whatsoever and
clearly not a candidate for a Section 12 Capture--and aiming a pointed stare at her, while not
introducing himself, and not speaking to her, but quickly departing from her field of view, suggesting
that the local Massachusetts Fusion Center, of which the Mass State Police Chief is head--as per a FOIA
response sent to her in 2015 (available at the Muckrock website and at everydayconcerned.net) was
quite aware of and possibly participant in the entire unlawful Section 12 kidnapping racket of a
perfectly sane, law-abiding, non-violent journalist.
There is much more to this story which will be revealed in written reports and interviews shortly.
Suffice to say this was an attack on Constitutionally-protected God-given freedoms and rights, and an
apparently planned police attempt to silence a journalist.
By transporting a perfectly sane and in fact quite exceptionally observant and thoughtful writer and
journalist into an Emergency Room and Psych Ward in a local hospital and holding her there for 6 days
against her will, Quincy Police and those behind them have now exposed the operations of Carney
Hospital ER staff and Psych Ward staff to open scrutiny: more will be published on this matter, suffice
to say for now neither Physical nor Mental Healthcare is practiced at these places.
By engaging in this unlawful kidnapping of a writer and journalist from her home, on a profoundly
defamatory false-claim, with no evidence, and taking many steps to hold her at Carney Hospital, with
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no evidence of "psychosis," but confabulating many baseless claims of "danger," Quincy Police have of
their own volition exposed their profoundly harmful and unlawful targeting operations of incommunity informant-provocateur planting, their use of defamatory false-accusations and falseclaims, and their baseless Section 12 holds of people who are quite thoroughly sane, whose witness
testimonial, voice, name, credibility and reputation they are targeting for take-down--as Ramola D has
been reporting, about multiple others' cases, from first-hand testimony in interviews she has
conducted in print and on audio/video podcasts, for many years now (print since 2014, audio/video
since 2017). Quincy Police have also now revealed the historic and initiating False-Claim Smear
operation absurdly and baselessly defaming her, and continually seeking to defame her (outrageously,
maliciously, and criminally) as a Pedophile from 2013, when her wonderful art, natural science, and
creative writing workshops, beloved to all the children she taught, applauded by all the parents of
these children were abruptly targeted and smeared into oblivion.
The saga ended on April 19, 2022 thanks to the intervention of an informed psychiatrist aware of the
military EMF technologies Ramola D mentioned, the repeated call on separate jurisdiction (No
Consent, no Personam (not answering to the Name/Legal Fiction), No Subject Matter Jurisdiction for
any judge in the Maritime/Admiralty Law system) and the advocacy and support of hundreds of truthmedia and science colleagues, friends, followers and supporters of Ramola D's journalism, who called
in to the hospital and spread the word online, to whom she is grateful.
Ramola D has made FOIA requests for more information to the Quincy Police Department,
Massachusetts State Police (who run the Commonwealth fusion center), and the Department of
Mental Health in Massachusetts, and will report on this shortly. These latest 6 FOIA requests she has
made--as well as over 50 requests made since 2014 to investigate government surveillance abuse
crimes in Quincy, Massachusetts, and USA--can be viewed at Muckrock.com under the name "Ramola
Dharmaraj."
Ramola D is keen to speak openly and publicly on this matter on any and all media and journalistic
platforms with an interest, commitment, and dedication to truth-journalism, health and medical
freedom for all, and to an ethical, humane, conscientious world free of invasive and unethical biohacking/neuro-hacking Military-Intelligence-Law Enforcement EMF Spectrum technologies and
nonstop surveillance overreach built rather on paradigms of expanded consciousness, harmony,
transparency, independent critical thinking, free will, and organic community.
Ramola D's writing, journalism, and broadcasting is freely available online at Ramola D Reports video
channels at Bitchute, Brighteon, Odysee, Rumble, and at The Everyday Concerned Citizen
(everydayconcerned.net). Her online literary quarterly featuring small presses and writer/poetinterviews (in hiatus currently, to be revived hopefully in renewed form) can be read at Delphi
Quarterly. Her author website Ramolad.com is in the process of being updated to include notice of her
latest publications, including her new book, released this spring from Paycock Press, For the Sake of
the Boy. Her children's workshop site, earlier known as The Wishing Well, now ArtCreateWrite, records
some of the many lovely workshops (after-school, home-school, summer camp) she hosted for a few
years for children, and will hopefully be revived at some point, in the right circumstances, for lifelong
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learners of all ages and for children. Her extensive CV and information on her work (as a well-loved
and highly-commended adjunct professor) in teaching creative writing, English composition, and
Literature at the college and continuing-education levels for 20 years at several Universities and
community colleges in the Washington DC area, as well as a lifetime of warm-hearted and caring
volunteering including as a case manager at homeless shelters in Washington DC and Arlington County
for over 7 years, radio reader for the blind and visually-impaired at the Metropolitan Washington Ear
for over 5 years, human rights advocate and writer for the imprisoned and for refugees from war-torn
zones at Amnesty International and the International Committee of the Red Cross, advocate against
animal cruelty at various animal protection organizations in the Washington DC area for several years,
active community-minded helper in running eco-justice news shows and interviews at a community
cable TV channel in Arlington County and baking (and donating) fabulous cranberry-orange and
blueberry loaves for vegan bake sales at community events in Falls Church and Arlington County can
be found in her long-form CV (currently possibly offline, to be re-published soon) at her author
website.
Please contact Ramola D at ramolad@everydayconcerned.net anytime for interviews and information.
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